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The MGB Approach

MGB Plastics not only manufacture wheeled bins and kitchen caddies, 
we also provide a unique delivery and collection service to homes 
throughout the UK. As well as collecting decommissioned wheeled 
bins we dismantle, recycle and reuse all waste material.

MGB is uniquely placed to supply the UK market with wheeled  
bins and kitchen caddies of the highest quality at the most 
competitive price available. This is a result of MGB’s investment in  
the most modern machines and tooling. 

All of our wheeled bins and kitchen caddies are manufactured  
in the UK in state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities using the most 
advanced manufacturing techniques, energy efficient machines and 
cutting edge robotics.

Our unique delivery and distribution service is managed “in house” by 
our dedicated distribution team. All wheeled bins and kitchen caddies 
are delivered direct to the household from our UK manufacturing 
facility without the requirement for storage at the customer depot.

Why are
we unique?
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MGB collect decommissioned wheeled bins, then 
dismantle, recycle and reuse all waste material



Manufacturing

MGB Plastics is the UK’s leading manufacturer of wheeled bins and 
kitchen caddies with capacity for 1.5 million wheeled bins per annum. 
As a result of our production capacity, MGB is able to offer customers 
the quickest lead times in the UK.

Operating from a large, modern manufacturing facility of 
approximately 5,000m2 in Rotherham, MGB uses state-of-the-art 
equipment to ensure that only bins of the highest quality are 
produced. All our products can be customised and are available in  
a range of sizes and colours with a selection of optional extras.

Our Philosophy

MGB embraces a philosophy of continuous improvement and 
innovative designs to ensure that we maintain our position as the 
market leading manufacturer of wheeled bins and kitchen caddies 
in the UK. We are actively involved in research and development to 
ensure that we lead advances in products, tooling and machinery.

Our Location

We believe that our central location in the UK together with  
our advanced manufacturing techniques allows us to provide  
our customers with the most cost effective solutions while also  
minimising the carbon footprint of our products.

How do 
we do it?
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UK’s leading manufacturer of wheeled bins with 
capacity of c. 1.5m wheeled bins per annum



Quality

MGB’s quality management system is central to its entire operations. 
MGB controls the entire process from delivery of raw materials 
through production, to the delivery of the wheeled bin to the 
households. Not only are the wheeled bins tested to the EN840 
standards but they also undergo the “drop test” to ensure that only 
wheeled bins of the highest quality are delivered to the customer.  
MGB is also ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 accredited.

Reducing our Carbon Footprint

All aspects of the process are optimised to reduce the wheeled bins’ 
carbon footprint from the use of recycled material, energy efficient 
machinery and the effective use of transport.

Warranty

All MGB bins are warranted for a period of seven years. All our bins 
are compatible with standard bin lifting equipment such as Zoeller 
and Terberg.

Our Facilities

MGB has one of the most extensive collections of large tonnage 
injection moulding machines and wheeled bin tools in the UK.  
This provides customers with peace of mind in the event of a machine 
or tool breakdown as orders can be switched between machines to 
ensure that they are fulfilled on time.

Manufacturing 
and quality
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All aspects of the process are optimised to 
reduce the wheeled bins’ carbon footprint

Drop Test



Distribution Record

MGB has implemented bin distribution schemes for a large number 
of local authorities across the UK. Examples of some of MGB’s 
distribution records are as follows:

Gateshead, Sunderland
and South Tyneside: 250,000 240L bins delivered to households

Wiltshire: 250,000 240L bins delivered to households 

Hull City Council: 200,000 240L bins delivered to households

Thurrock Council: 110,000 240L bins delivered to households

Walsall MBC:  100,000 140L bins delivered to households

South Lanarkshire: 103,000 140L bins delivered to households

Waltham Forest: 80,000 240L bins delivered to households

Leeds MBC: 60,000 240L bins delivered to households

Stevenage: 30,000 240L bins delivered to households

Unique Distribution Process

MGB also has dedicated “in-house” distribution team that has been 
responsible for the delivery of over 4 million wheeled bins direct to 
households throughout the UK.

• Our unique distribution service allows us to deliver bins from our  
 factory in Rotherham direct to the household without the need  
 for additional storage at the customers depot.

• Prior to the commencement of each distribution, our distribution  
 team will survey the area to ensure that the most appropriate  
 vehicles and staffing levels are used so that the most efficient  
 and cost effective distribution is achieved for the customer.

• Our dedicated distribution crew will assemble the wheels and  
 axles to the wheeled bin on the street and deliver the bins to  
 the householders’ doorstep. 

• MGB can also offer to deliver leaflets, calendars and collection day  
 stickers as well as offering a full scanning and database service  
 that records the address to which the bin has been delivered. 

• Health and safety is of paramount importance to MGB and all the  
 necessary method statements, risk assessments and safe systems  
 of work are in place. 

• In addition, our distribution crew are extremely experienced in the  
 handling of wheeled bins as the same crews are used irrespective  
 of where in the UK we are delivering bins. 
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MGB has overseen the distribution of 
over 4 million bins to UK households
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140 Litre Wheeled Bin

Capacity (Ltr):  140
Height (mm):  1054
Weight (kg) nominal:  6.5
Wheel diameter (mm):  200
Width (mm):  560

KEY FEATURES 

•  Strengthened front comb to ensure exact locking on   
 lifting equipment.

• Solid rubber tyres with steel spring loaded locking pins.

• Rounded corners and smooth, easy to clean internal   
 surfaces.

• EN840 Approved.

• Large print area on body and lid for customer logo  
 and/or information.

• Corrosion resistant axle.

• Compatible with standard lifting equipment.

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

RFID Tagging

Labelling & recycling 
information

Lids are adaptable
for promotions

180 Litre Wheeled Bin

240 Litre Wheeled Bin

Capacity (Ltr):  180
Height (mm):  1064
Weight (kg) nominal:  11.68
Wheel diameter (mm):  200
Width (mm):  543

KEY FEATURES 

• Strengthened front comb to ensure exact licking on  
 lifting equipment.

• Solid rubber tyres with steel spring loaded locking pins.

• Rounded corners and smooth, easy to clean internal  
 surfaces.

• EN840 Approved.

• Large print area on body and lid for customer logo  
 and/or information.

• Corrosion resistant axle.

• Compatible with standard lifting equipment.

Capacity (Ltr):  240
Height (mm):  1063
Weight (kg) nominal:  9
Wheel diameter (mm):  200
Width (mm):  720

KEY FEATURES 

• Strengthened front comb to ensure exact locking on   
 lifting equipment.

• Solid rubber tyres with steel spring loaded locking pins.

• Rounded corners and smooth, easy to clean internal   
 surfaces.

• EN840 Approved.

• Large print area on body and lid for customer logo  
 and/or information.

• Corrosion resistant axle.

• Compatible with standard lifting equipment.

Colour 
(to client specification)

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

Embossed logos

RFID Tagging

RFID Tagging

Labelling & recycling 
information

Labelling & recycling 
information

Lids are adaptable
for promotions

Lids are adaptable
for promotions

Wheeled Bins

Tactile bins compliant
with the RNIB

Tactile bins compliant
with the RNIB

Tactile bins compliant
with the RNIB

Venting

Venting

Venting

360 Litre Wheeled Bin

Capacity (Ltr):  360
Height (mm):  1095
Weight (kg) nominal:  22.5
Wheel diameter (mm):  200
Width (mm):  850

KEY FEATURES 

• Strengthened front comb to ensure exact locking on   
 lifting equipment.

• Solid rubber tyres with steel spring loaded locking pins.

• Rounded corners and smooth, easy to clean internal   
 surfaces.

• EN840 Approved.

• Large print area on body and lid for customer logo  
 and/or information.

• Corrosion resistant axle.

• Compatible with standard lifting equipment.

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

RFID Tagging

Labelling & recycling 
information

Lids are adaptable
for promotions

240 Litre Wheeled Bin

Capacity (Ltr):  240
Height (mm):  1063
Weight (kg) nominal:  9
Wheel diameter (mm):  200
Width (mm):  720

KEY FEATURES 

• Strengthened front comb to ensure exact locking on   
 lifting equipment.

• Solid rubber tyres with steel spring loaded locking pins.

• Rounded corners and smooth, easy to clean internal   
 surfaces.

• EN840 Approved.

• Large print area on body and lid for customer logo  
 and/or information.

• Corrosion resistant axle.

• Compatible with standard lifting equipment.

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

RFID Tagging

Labelling & recycling 
information

Lids are adaptable
for promotions

Tactile bins compliant
with the RNIB

Venting

606 & 770 Litre Flat Top Wheeled Bin

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

RFID Tagging

Labelling & recycling 
information

Lids are adaptable
for promotions

Capacity (Ltr):  770
Height (mm):  1310
Weight (kg) nominal:  46
Wheel diameter (mm):  200
Width (mm):  1370

Capacity (Ltr):  660
Height (mm):  1160
Weight (kg)nominal:  43
Wheel diameter (mm):  200
Width (mm):  1370

KEY FEATURES 

• Strengthened front comb for exact locking on lifting. 
• Long-term durability in the most demanding conditions.
• Includes 2 x footbrake castors and side trunnions.
• EN840 Approved.
• Large print area for customer logo or information.
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Capacity (Ltr):  23
Height (mm):  405
Width (mm):  290
Depth (mm):  380

KEY FEATURES 

• Modern and durable design.

• Strong easy to grip back handle.

• Lockable lid with robust hinge system.

• Easy to empty using recessed base grip.

• Smooth easy to clean interiors.

• Ideal companion to 5L and 7L kitchen caddy for  
 effective food waste recycling.

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

RFID Tagging

Labelling & recycling 
information

Recycling Products

40 & 55 Litre Inner Caddy

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

RFID Tagging

55 Litre Kerbside Box

Capacity (Ltr):  55
Height (mm):  375
Width (mm):  590
Depth (mm):  390

KEY FEATURES 

• Multi-purpose recycling container.

• Modern and durable design.

• Strong easy to grip large handles.

• Cross stack channels allow for economical stacking  
 of boxes.

• Raised drain holes on base prevent spillages.

• Divider slots to separate recycling streams.

Capacity (Ltr):  40
Height (mm):  280
Width (mm):  530
Depth (mm):  435

Capacity (Ltr):  55
Height (mm):  400
Width (mm):  530
Depth (mm):  435

KEY FEATURES 

• Innovative recycling solution and Retro fit compatibility. 
• Fits most manufactures 240L wheeled bins.

• Allows full closure of wheeled bin lid.

• Reinforced rim to support weight of the caddy.

• Strong easy to grip handles.

• Easy to empty using recessed base grips.

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

Can be fitted with dividers,
lids, nets and caps

Can be fitted 
with dividers

Can be fitted with
colour coded handles

1100L Wheeled Bin

Capacity (Ltr):  1100
Height (mm):  1385
Weight (kg)nominal:  66
Wheel diameter (mm):  200
Width (mm):  1370

KEY FEATURES 

• Strengthened front comb to ensure exact locking on   
 lifting equipment.

• Long-term durability in the most demanding conditions.

• Includes 2 x footbrake castors and side trunnions.

• EN840 Approved.

• Large print area on body and lid for customer logo  
 and/or information.

• Compatible with standard lifting equipment.

• 1100L Wheeled Bin is also available with Roll Top.

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

RFID Tagging

Labelling & recycling 
information

Lids are adaptable
for promotions

23 Litre Kerbside Caddy 7 Litre Food Waste Caddy

Capacity (Ltr):  7
Height (mm):  409
Width (mm):  320
Depth (mm):  230

KEY FEATURES 

• Innovative and sleek design and Retro Fit Compatbility. 

• Designed to fit seamlessly into a modern kitchen.

• Wipe clean smooth interior.

• Dishwasher safe.

• Ideal companion to kerbside 23L caddy for effective  
 food waste recycling.

Kitchen Caddies

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos

5 & 7 Litre Food Waste Caddy

Capacity (Ltr):  5
Height (mm):  185
Width (mm):  245
Depth (mm):  230

Capacity (Ltr):  7
Height (mm):  280
Width (mm):  245
Depth (mm):  230

KEY FEATURES 

• Innovative and sleek design.

• Designed to fit seamlessly into a modern kitchen.

• Lockable lids and robust handle.

• Wipe clean smooth interior.

• Dishwasher safe.

• Kerbside 23L caddy for effective food waste recycling.

Kitchen Caddies

Bracket to attach caddy 
to kitchen units

Colour 
(to client specification)

Embossed logos
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Venting

MGB can offer the option of venting on 140l, 180l and 240l wheeled bins. 

Embossing/Printing

MGB can customise your wheeled bin with embossed details such as corporate logos,  
recycling instructions or other information.

RFID Tagging

MGB offers a full scanning and database service. All wheeled bins can be fitted with 
a RFID tag at the point of manufacture.

Colours

MGB bins are available in a range of colours to suit customer specifications.  
Our standrd colours offer a great cost advantage and are as follows: 

MGB Green (ML 18685)
MGB Blue (RAL 5002)
MGB Brown (RAL 8011)
MGB Grey (RAL 7016)

Tactile Bins compliant with RNIB

MGB also offers a range of tactile Wheeled bins, which were awarded as a unique product  
endorsement by the RNIB (Royal National Institute for the Blind). Notches on the front lip enable  
blind and partially sighted peoples to identify the different coloured bins whilst braille markings  
denote size. This encourages a greater proportion of the public to proactively recycle their waste  
effectively and helps Local Authorities to meet Disability Discrimination Act Legislation.

Tailoring  
our wheeled 
bins for you

www.mgbplastics.com
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How  
to order
MGB is the UK’s leading manufacture of wheeled bins. Please contact us for 
a quotation on all your Wheeled bins, Kerbside boxes and Kitchen caddies.

MGB can offer:

l Quickest lead times on “Top ups” (7-14 days)
l  Most Competitive prices in UK
l  Highest Quality Standards

Main Office

E info@mgbplastics.com
T +44 (0) 1709 362448
F +44 (0) 1709 311408
 

Southern Area
Gary Rolls
Business Development Manager
E gary.rolls@mgbplastics.com
T 07702367994

West & Northwest Area
David Wilson
Business Development Manager
E david.wilson@mgbplastics.com
T 07702367995
 

Scotland & Northern Ireland
John Mallet
Business Development Manager
E john.mallet@mgbplastics.com
T 07776178761

www.mgbplastics.com


